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HOW APPLICATION QUESTIONS ARE ASKED  IN THE FORM OF OBJECTIVE  TO TEST YOUR  ACCOUNTANCY KNOWLEDGE 
 

I.FIND OUT CORRECT   / TRUE   /   NOT INCORRECT ANSWER IS IN RED    
 

1. Which of the following is correct inTrial balance ? 
a]               is  prepared   every  year  
b]  is prepared after preparing Balance sheet   
c]  shows the profit earned   
d]  has two columns debit and credit  
 

2 ] Which of the following statements is true ? 

         a]  bill of exchange is not a negotiable instrument    
b]   not be dated   
c]  accepted by the drawer  
d]             amount  of the bill  is paid  to the payee 
 

3 Which of the following is true ?      C answer partly correct. 
   A]  Nominal account cannot be transferred to balance sheet    

B]  Balance sheet is an account 
   c]           carriage inward    is debited    to profit and loss account 
   D]  Closing stock is always valued at cost price 

 
4.Which of the following is true 

a) An insolvent is a person from whom some portion of the debt is recoverable 
b) Drawer drags the drawee to court in case of dishonour of accommodation Bill.  
c)               a bill drawn for mutual help is an accommodation bill 
d) Drawee is a person to whom bill is endorsed 

 



II.FIND OUT INCORRECT / NOT  TRUE / NOT CORRECT ANSWER 
 
1]Choose the INCORRECT statement from the following statement which are pertaining to company accounts 

a. The company is an artificial person     

b.       a member  of a company   may bind  the company by its actions. 

c. The shareholders are not liable for the acts of the company 

d. The premium received on shares may be distributed among shareholders. 

 

2]One of the statements in  Profit & Loss Adjustment account is incorrect, rest are correct. Mark the INCORRECT  

a. The account is credited with closing balance of profit and loss account of last year  

b. The account is credited with current year’s net profit  

c.          the account  is debited  with   provision for taxes 

d.The account is debited with provision for dividend  

3  Which one of the following is NOT CORRECT as per the principles of double entry ? 

 A]  Debit the receiver  

b] Debit the expenditure   

c]                credit all assets   

d]  Credit all liabilities 



4. Which of the following statement is NOT CORRECT  

a] Fixed assets are always shown at cost     

b]        The donation paid to an orphanage is debited to the account of the orphanage  

c] The value put on the closing stock affects profit.   

d] The value put on the closing stock affects net worth.  

 

5. State which of the statement given below are NOT TRUE   ( See the question is not true but  all answers are true) 

a] Outstanding rent payable is shown as an outstanding asset        

b] Adjustment entries are passed throughout the year like other entries.  

c] The provision for doubtful debts account has a debit balance.   

  d]                   All are not true. 

 

6.Select from the  following a sentence WHICH IS WRONG 

1. If assets increase and liabilities do not , the capital will increase 

2. If assets increase and liabilities also increase by same sum , the capital will remain same 

3. A reduction in the amount of assets will amount to equivalent reduction in the net worth  

4. An increase in the amount of liabilities with no corresponding increase in liabilities will increase the amount of 

capital 



III.  IDENTIFY THE MISMATCHING   OR   WRONG PAIR 
 

1]Identify a pair which is MISMATCH from the following pairs in respect of Company Accounts 

(a) Miscellaneous Expenditure – Preliminary Expenses 

(b) Contingent Liabilities – footnote to balance sheet 

( C )                   Debentures – Unsecured Loans 

(c) Outstanding Expenses – Current Liabilities 

 

2]Identify a pair which is MISMATCH from the following pairs in respect of Company Accounts 

(a)            Discount on issue of shares – Profit and Loss Account 

(b) Bill discounted – contingent liabilities 

(c) Interest accrued and due on debentures – Secured Loans 

(d) Mortgage Loan – Secured Loans 

 

3.One of the pairs given below is wrong. Select the WRONG PAIR. 

(a)      Outstanding expenses  -                                                               Nominal account       ( Wrong pair)    Correct. Personal account 

(b) Profit and Loss Account (Dr. balance) –         Application of funds  ( Correct Pair ) 

(c)     Net worth less reserves & surplus   -         Capital                         ( Correct Pair ) 

(d) Balance sheet  -                                                                                 Financial position        ( Correct Pair )  



IV. FILL IN  1 COLUMN,   2  TWO  COLUMN,   3 COLUMN,  
 
 
FILL  IN 1 COLUMN  

1.The cash book records………….              all cash receipts and payments  

2. The balance in Petty cash book is ………….            An asset 

3. Goods sold on credit will be entered in the ………….          SALES BOOK 

 

 FILL  IN  2  COLUMNS  
 

1] Promissory note  drawn by ………1…..    payable to ….2…              1] Maker/ debtor ,      2] Payee/beneficiary 

 

FILL IN  3  COLUMNS  
 

1] Bill drawn by   1…       on    2…       payable to ….3…      

                           1] Drawer/ maker/ creditor ,    2] Drawee / acceptor / debtor          3]Payee/beneficiary 

 

 



V.OMITTED WORD,                        EXTRA WORD                WILL CHANGE THE ANSWER 

1]   Bill  payable other            than on demand            Usance Bill of exchange     ( Other than mean – Except ) 

2]   Bill  payable other wise   than on demand           Demand Bill of exchange:  ( Otherwise  mean – Only )  

 

VI. COMBINED ANSWER 

1] Promissory note     

a.Promising another person                 

b.Directing another person                  

c.Order or bearer                  

d. a + b 

e. A + C 

 

VII. CHANGE IN    DEBIT BALANCE    AND      CREDIT BALANCE     WILL CHANGE THE ANSWER   ( Bank Reconciliation Statement) 

 

                                     DEBIT BALANCE                            CREDIT BALANCE  

Add unmatched credit entries Deduct unmatched debit entries Add unmatched debit entries Deduct unmatched credit entries 

 



VIII.               FIND OUT                   WRONG                                      JOURNAL ENTRY  

 

IX. ONE OF THE ENTRIES PASSED IS WRONG ENTRY.  SELECT THE WRONG ENTRY. ( Red is wrong entry ) 

 I] i)Depreciate plant ,WDV of which is Rs.3,30,000 at 15%  Dr. Profit and loss account Cr. Plant  

ii] Write off Rs.5,000 from Preliminary Expenses    Dr. Profit and loss account Cr. Preliminary Expenses 

iii]12%debenture Rs. 3,00,000, half year interest due   Dr. P/ L account  18000     Cr.Deb.interest 18000  

iv.Disputed claim of Rs. 25,000 for workmen’s compensation Dr. Profit and loss account Cr. Wages 

 

Reason. Disputed claim is contingent liability and no entry is required. 

 

2)  (i) Provide dividend 5% of paid up share capital    Dr. Dividend account  Cr. Bank account 

  (ii) Insurance for unexpired period is Rs.2000     Dr. Prepaid insurance a/c Cr. Insurance account 

(iii) A provision of Rs. 25,000 is to be made for income tax   Dr. Profit and loss account Cr.Provision fortax 

(iv) a provision of Rs. 5000 is to be made for doubtful debts Dr. Profit and loss account Cr. Provision for doubtful 

 

Reason: Provide means provision and not paid 



 

 

IX. DIRECT QUESTION AND DIRECT ANSWER 

1] A, customer directly deposited  into firm's bank account. Debit side of cash book (Bank column )at the time of reconciliation 

2] Accounting concepts are known as -----            Accounting conventions 

3] Dual concept results in accounting equation -----           Capital + Liabilities = Assets 

4] When depreciation is charged on furniture, furniture account is -----     No effect is given  

5] Arrears of wages Rs.22,750/- for the last month paid on account of DA revision is -----   Revenue expenditure 

6]Noting charges are             Paid to notary public for recording dishonor 

X.  THE WORD ‘ NOT ‘ IS APPEARING IN THE QUESTION;  

1] Which of the following is NOT part of floating assets ?  A] Debtors  b] Copyrights c] Land and building   d] Both (b) and ( c)  

2 ] Which of the following is NOT part of floating assets ? a] Debtors   b]  Stocks   c]  Pre paid expenses  d] Preliminary expenses. 

XI.  JOURNAL ENTRY QUESTIONS 

1.Transactions  2. Rectification of Error   3. Bill of exchange    4. Issue of shares   5. Issue of bonus shares   6. Adjustment entries. 

1.Purchased a printer price as Rs.10,000 at a discounted price of Rs.9,000.Debit   Office Equipment a/c Rs.9,000,   Credit    Cash a/c Rs.9,000.  



XII.   SIMPLE PROBLEM QUESTIONS 
  

1]. On 1-1-2001 Mr. Menon had goods worth Rs.40000/- in his godown. During the year he purchased goods worth Rs.60000/-. His 

sales during the year were Rs.70000/- and there were goods still lying in his godown worth Rs.43000/-. What is the amount of his 

Gross Profit ?                     Rs.13000/-  

2]The Manager is entitled to a commission of 5% on the profit after deducting the commission. The profit before deducting the 

commission is Rs.2100/-. Therefore the commission will be             Rs.100/-   

3].The amount of Rs.1000/- paid to the  Transport Company to send a machine to us should be debited to    Machine account  

4.The firm sells goods on credit for Rs.50000, the cost of the goods sold is Rs.30000. the capital of the  firm---     increases by Rs. 20000 

 

5.Mr.Ghatge commenced his business on 1st April, 2006 with Capital of Rs.1,00,000. He did good business during the year and earned 

handsome profit. At the end of 31st March, 2007, his financial position was: Fixed Assets Rs.1, 20,000 and bank balance of Rs.33000 

and Creditors Rs.  17000. What was his net profit for the year 05-06?            Rs. 36000 

 



XIII.   DATA INADEQUATE ANSWER  

 

1. An equipment costing RS.1 lac with a useful life of 5 years was purchased, Its salvage value is   Data inadequate 

XV.  FORMULA QUESTION   

1. The depreciation under sum of year’s digit (SYD) is calculated with the help of which of the following:  

(original cost-salvage value)    ×    (remaining useful life) 

                     sum of year’s digit)  

      XVI. ALL THE ABOVE ANSWER 

1. Expense necessary to produce goods or service in a business organization can be classified as:  

        a. Outflow of assets   b. Decrease in assets  c. Increase in liabilities d.All the above   e.None of the above 

     XVII.  REVENEUE         / DEFERRED REVENUE               / CAPITAL EXPENDITURE QUESTION  

1. Cost of replacement of defective parts of the machinery is  :         Revenue expenditure 

2. A firm incurred substantial marketing expenses to expand their market reach.     Deferred Revenue expenditure  

3. White wash of Building at the time of construction of Building               Capital Expenditure 



      XVIII . OUTSIDE THE SYLLABUS QUESTION  

1. To ensure that a company is following the Accounting Standards in India, is the duty of :     Auditors of the company  

2. Accounting standards are prescribed by:         Professional accounting bodies of the country  

      IX  .NOW KNOWN / UNFAMILAR ENGLISH WORD IN ANSWER   

1. Debt which is due to us is called...                Active  

2. Depreciation is a process of:                Allocation. 

3. The price at which two unrelated and non-desperate parties would agree to a transactions is called:  Arm’s length pricing  

       XX  . ADDED / INCREASE   QUESTION   

1. cash book balance (Dr), and the cheque issued but not presented, to reach the balance in pass book, this amount   Added  

2. When an entry is passed on credit side of passbook or on debit side of Cash book, the bank balance     increase  

3. Which of the following transactions will result in increase in asset and increase in liability?  Machinery purchased on credit  

      XXI.  DEDUCTED / DECREASE  QUESTION     

1. cash book balance (Cr), and the cheque issued but not presented, to reach the balance in pass book, this amount   Deducted  

 



XXII. CLASSIFICATION OF ERROR      

1. The depreciation has been charged and it has been debited to fixed asset account. It is an:    Error of principle 

2. Which of the following is an error of omission:        Sale of goods made to ABC, but not entered.  

 

       XXIII . REASONING  BASED QUESTION 

1. An expenditure is a revenue expenditure because ...       It is intended to benefit in the current period  

 

      XXIV . OBJECTIVE  BASED QUESTION 

1. The main objective of providing depreciation is          To allocate true profit.  

 

      XV .DEFINITION   BASED QUESTION 

1.Single entry system means:  It is a system where the principles of double entry are not being followed  

      XXVI.   PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTANCY QUESTION 

1. A bills payable account is ______ account and bills receivable account is ________ account:     Personal, personal  

 



 MIXED WAY OF ASKING 40 QUESTIONSWITH ANSWER  
 
1.. Noting charges are             Paid to notary public for recording dishonour  
 
2. Which is not Tax deductible?     a. Interest Payments on Debts  b. Dividend Payments c. Both d. None of these 

3.Trial balance which  total of debit side and total of credit side of each ledger account is taken into account is: Gross trial balance  

4. A firm purchased new machinery for Rs.3.20 lac. It is to charge depreciation @ 6%, 5% and 4% for 1st, 2nd and 3rd year 

respectively. At the end of 3rd year, its written down value will be:           274400  

5. A firm paid cartage of Rs.200 on account of transportation of newly purchased machinery to the cartage account. It will affect 

which of the following accounts?             Cartage and machinery accounts  

6. The liabilities that are repayable only when business will be terminated are called:       Fixed liabilities  

7. A persons owes some amount to the firm, is called ________ of the firm:         Debtor  

8. When a firm withdraws money from bank, in the cash book, the amount of withdrawal is:      Credited  

9. Amount spent by a firm to replace the worn-out parts of the machinery. This will be treated as:     Revenue expenditure  

10. All receipts and payment made In cash, including cheques are recorded in:      Receipt and payment account  

11. A firm purchased machinery worth Rs.230000 and spend Rs.15000 on its installation. Its expected useful life is 5 years when its 

scrap value will be Rs.45000. what is the amount annual depreciation?       40000  

12. Which of the following errors is revealed by the trial balance?     Wrong amount entered in the ledger account  

13. Identify a personal account out of the following  

a. Commission account b. Machinery account c. Income accrued but not received account    d. Cash account  



14. The payment side of the cash book is overcast by Rs.500 and staring point is overdraft as per passbook.   The amount would be added  

15.Totals of trial balance not tally and wants to prepare the final accounts: The difference will be placed in the suspense account  

16. The amount of depreciation remains same throughout the life of the asset:      Straight line method  
17.  A fixed asset is purchased for Rs.1 lac with excepted useful life of 5 years. Its depreciated value at the end of 3rd year will be 

Rs.______. If it is sold for Rs.45000, the firm will make profit/loss of Rs._______.       Rs.40000, profit, Rs.5000  

18. An equipment has original cost of Rs.100000 with a salvage value of Rs.25000 and useful life of 5 year. Calculate depreciation for 
the 2nd year by using sum of year’s digit (SYD) method             20000  

19. The estimated value of an asset at which it can be dispose of after a given no. of years of useful life is called: 

Salvage or residual value  

20. Which two accounts in the following financial transactions do not match: 

 a. Rent paid to landlord-        rent & cash  

b. Goods given as a free sample –       sales & advertisement 

   c. Goods lost in transit –         abnormal loss & trading  

d. Purchase of computer from XYZ on credit –     computer & XYZ. 

21. The periodical totals, monthly or weekly, of the purchase book is     Posted to the debit of purchase book  

 

22. Firm XYZ purchased goods worth Rs.20000 from P & Company and these have been routed through sales book as Rs.10000. The 

rectification of this will be through the following journal entry:  

Debit sales Rs.10000 and debit purchases Rs.20000 and credit P & Company Rs.30000  



23. Which of the following does not match:  

a. When subscription is made by the bank,     there is a debit entry in the pass book debiting the firm’s account  
b. When cash is deposited in the bank,     there is a debit entry in the cash book debiting the bank  
c. When a customer directly deposits the amount, bank is  credited in the cash book  
d. None of the above  

24. What type of accounts, do appear in the balance sheet, out of the following:       Real and personal  

25. Firm-A sells goods on credit as well cash. For goods worth Rs.50000 the payment is yet to be received although goods were 

supplied, two months earlier to closing of the financial year.   If it is accounted for, the profit position will be true and fair.  

26. A firm sells goods  to M/s XYZ in cash. In this case, which two accounts are involved:    Goods account and cash account  

27. Sold goods worth Rs.50000 to M/s XYZ in cash. while crediting the account, the following principle will be followed:  

Credit what goes out   

28. Which of the following will not affect Trial Balance  

a. Goods sold on credit not recorded in books.  

b. Overstating of sales account.  

c. Rent account credited instead of debit.  

d. Salary debited short 

29. In which of the following, normally, the closing stock is not included:         Trial balance   

30. The test of 'objectivity' and 'verifiability' is satisfied by valuing stock at        historical cost  

31. The closing debit balance falls on the                Credit Side  



32. Goods have been supplied by R. Sharma and Son’s for Rs.850/- but while posting, the amount has been put on the credit side of S. 
Sharma & Sons. The credit side of the trial balance total is Rs.43570. Assuming no other error, what be the total of credit side of the 
trial balances? 43570  

33. A bill of exchange accepted by the drawee was discounted by the drawer with the bank and was dishonoured later only. The 
journal entry for noting charges will be as under:           Debit drawee and credit the bank  

34. An entry on the left side of a nominal account represents:           Expense or loss  

35. NOT an accelerated method of depreciation ?  

a. Double-declining balance  b. Straight-line  c. Sum-of-the-years' digits   d. None of these  

36. Under written down value method of Depn., the W D V of the asset is always         > zero  

37. Which of the following is not true  

a. Depreciation is an expense charged to the P & L a/c.      Depreciation is not a part of the operating costs.  

b. Assets that are depreciated          are tangible assets.       

c. Depreciation is like            an insurance expense. 

d. Depreciation means           wear and tear of the asset  

38. A capital equipment costing Rs. 200,000 today has Rs. 50,000 salvage value at the  end of 5 years. If the straight line depreciation 

method is used, what is the book value  of the equipment at the end of 2 years?       Rs. 140,000  

39. The asset lose an equal amount of value each year in case of         straight line method  

40. The method in which depreciation rate is constant is         Declining Balance Method  
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